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(From the May, 1896 [No. 5] edition of "Dickerman's United States Treasury
Counterfeit Detector")

Ninger ("Jim The Penman"), the
Extraordinary Alleged Pen and Ink

Counterfeiter
The sensation of the month in counterfeit circles has been the

discovery of the alleged maker of pen and ink counterfeits described
elsewhere in this "Detector."

The man charged with the work is Emanuel Ninger, whose resi-
dence is at Frankfort, formerly known as Flaggtown, N.J. Ninger's
home at Flaggtown is a small two-story frame house about a third of
a mile from the station of the south branch of the Central Railroad
of New Jersey. The family consists of Mr. and Mrs. Ninger and four
children, three girls, aged 12, 10 and 3 years, respectively, and a boy,
aged 6 years. The Ningers came to Flaggtown about three years and
a half ago from Westfield, N.J., where they had lived eight or nine
years. Before that, Mrs. Ninger said they lived in Cincinnati. They
own the house at Flaggtown. They paid $1,500 for it when they went
there to live.

The Accused Master Forger

Mrs. Ninger said to a "Sun" reporter that she had never sus-
pected that her husband was doing anything wrong. "He would go
upstairs," she said, "and stay for a long time without telling me
what he was doing. He always gave me money to buy clothes for my-
self and the children, but not much of it." The ragged garments of
the children bore out the last statement.

"He always bought all the meat and groceries at Sommerville,"
Mrs. Ninger said, "so very little money went through my hands.
About once a month he would go to New York for a day or two, and
would always bring back money, which he said he had made in stock
speculation."

The room upstairs in which Ninger spent so much of his time
contained two beds, in which the children slept, from which it would
appear that Ninger did most of his work during the daytime. The
only other furniture in the room yesterday was a small table and a
cooking stove.

The people of Flaggtown were greatly excited over Ninger's ar-
rest, for he had always been regarded as one of the model citizens of
the place. The neighbors said that in all their dealings with him he
had been honest and peaceable. He always paid cash for everything
that he bought, and it is said that on one or two occasions he has
tided some of his fellow townsmen over financial difficulties with a
good sized loan.

The Secret Service agents have been hunting the perpetrator of
the pen and ink counterfeit sketches for the past 17 years, and he was
at last caught—if Ninger is really the man—through the aid of a
young lady cashier in a grocery store, and a bartender in a liquor
store. The capture came about in this way, according to the testi-
mony of those who were instrumental therein. Ninger, it seems, on
one of his expeditions to this city (N.Y.) about the end of March for
the purpose of getting rid of some of his counterfeit manufacture, at-
tempted to pass a $20 bill in a Third Avenue grocery store, upon
Miss Ahrenholze, the cashier, who suspected him. Her hand hap-
pened to be damp, it seems, and in handling the note she touched the
serial number with a damp finger. She noticed a blur, and immedi-
ately wet her finger on a sponge and rubbed it across the treasury
number. The blur was distinct.

The Voluble Grocery Cashier

Ninger was going out of the store with his change at the time,
and the cashier, who was quick witted, sent a clerk to watch him.
The clerk followed him downtown and into a saloon at 87 Cortland
Street. Ninger purchased a drink and tendered a $50 note in pay-
ment. The bartender whistled at the size of it, but never suspected its
genuineness, and he got the change and handed it over. Ninger had
succeeded, it is alleged, in getting rid of all his notes, and he started
for the ferry. It was then that the clerk caused the arrest. He was
soon in the hands of the United States officers.
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Ninger was taken before Commissioner Shields, and, as he was
unable to furnish $20,000 bail, he was sent to prison to await the
action of the Grand Jury. Following are the chief points of interest
in his last examination before the Commissioner :

"The specific charges against Ninger are of passing a counterfeit
fifty-dollar bill in Lewis W. Duessing's saloon at No. 87 Cortland
Street, and a counterfeit $20 bill in the grocery of John Weyman,
No. 162 Third Ave., March 28. The two pen and ink drawn bills
were in evidence.

"Acting Police Captain Brennan testified regarding the arrest of
Ninger, and Paul Zipper, barkeeper in the Cortland Street saloon,
told about changing the bogus bill for Ninger. Zipper discovered it
was a counterfeit.

"'He was the only man in the store, and I had my eyes open for
him.'

"This pleased the witness so well that she repeated: 'I took him
all in.' A laugh followed in which she joined heartily, and she ap-
peared amused at the idea of not recognizing Ninger.

"Secret Service Agent Bragg identified the pen and ink bills as
those which were brought to him as being taken from the prisoner.

"Ninger had no witnesses.
"Lawyer Mayo moved for the discharge of the prisoner on the

ground that the identification of the bills was not proved.
" 'I deny the motion,' said the Commissioner, 'and will hold the

prisoner for the Grand Jury.'
"Ninger's bail was left at $20,000 and he was taken to prison." 

JAM!'" F. LORICAN,

Po4icernnl No. 2,878.

The Long Arm of the Law

The Duped Barkeeper 

"Policeman Larrigan described Ninger's arrest. When he was
searched Ninger had $244.50 in his pockets, part of which was in
counterfeit bills.

"John Weyman, the grocer, who had been victimized with the
$20 pen and ink bill, identified Ninger as the man who passed it.

"The other witness was Miss Ahrenholze, the cashier in Wey-
man's store. 'I took him all in when he came into the store,' she said,
with a knowing toss of her head, referring to Ninger.

" 'You what?'
"'Took him all in. Guessed the sort he was.'
" 'Oh !'
"`I didn't know what he was until I was told,' she continued,

`but all the same 1 took him all in.'
"`Ah' from the lawyers.
"Miss Ahrenholze went on to say that she had a misgiving as

soon as she had given the change. She wet her fingers and rubbed a
number of the bill. It blurred, and then she knew it was bogus. She
aave the alarm and several people darted after Ninger, but it was too
late. Miss Ahrenholze identified Ninger as the man she 'sized up' in
the shop.

"'How do you know it is the same man?' demanded Mr. Mayo,
Ninger's lawyer.

The great point of interest for the counterfeit detector in this
case is the counterfeitor's method of operation, which is thus de-
scribed by an expert :

"The operator first procured bond paper, which is of about the
same thickness and toughness as the genuine 'distinctive' paper pre-
scribed by the Secretary of the Treasury under the act of Congress.
Of course the bond paper has no silk fibre, but of this hereafter. The
operator cut the bond paper the exact size of the genuine note, and it
was then immersed in a weak solution of coffee. This baptism
imparted to it the appearance of age—but not excessive age—as if
the note had passed through several hands. It seemed soft and
mellow, but not worn or ragged.

"While the bond paper was still wet it was placed over the face
of the genuine note, the edges being exactly together. The two were
then placed flat upon a pane of glass and every figure and letter, por-
trait and vignette, with the signatures of the Register of the Treasury
and of the Treasurer of the United States, were brought out in bold
relief, and could be plainly seen through the transparent bond paper.
While this was still damp the operator approached a window and
there placed his pane of glass, at an angle of about forty-five de-
grees, against the window frame. The light, of course, shone
through, rendering the tracery of the genuine engraving distinct. In
this position the operator commenced work, first with an extremely
hard and sharp-pointed lead pencil. With it he carefully traced and
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reproduced upon the bond paper, all parts, even the most minute, of
the genuine note. The tracing with the pencil was succeeded by use of
pen and ink, and the same ground was gone over ; but meantime, of
course, the bond paper had become thoroughly dry. It was here that
the marvellous touch and skill of the penman were displayed, and the
steadiness of his nerves, the accuracy of his eye, and his patience are
not the least of the marvels of his work. The shadings and traceries
were nearly perfect. The reproduction of the portrait of Alexander
Hamilton upon the $20 note is calculated to deceive almost any
expert.

"The operator used a camel's hair brush to put the colors upon
the note, and these colors were imitated so perfectly that it could not
be suspected that they were not genuine. The silk threads, which in
the genuine note are not worked into the pulp of the paper, were imi-
tated with the pen with red and blue ink. The fragmentary marks
were placed upon the back of the counterfeit, so that if the false
money would be held up to the light it would appear to be the
genuine fibre paper.

"Every obligation of the Government, issued as money, bears
upon its face the imprint of the seal of the Treasury of the United
States. Perhaps the skill of Ninger was displayed in the execution of
the imitation of the Treasury seal in a more marked degree than in
any other part of his work. The colors were carmine like those of a
postage stamp, but the tracings were intricate and difficult. Yet the
artist, if such he may be called, reproduced it all with wonderful skill
and fidelity; so that the appearance of the seal would add very much
to the deception.

"The money, whether coin or notes, is prepared, of course, with
secrecy; but in 'shoving the queer' it becomes necessary to move
cautiously and carefully. An operator and his pal `do' the streets of a
city, going from one place of business to another. They avoid as
much as possible being seen together; but the one who passes the bad
money takes only one piece of it at a time. With this he goes into a
grocery, for instance, and purchases some trifle. If successful in his
deception, he gets his change, which is the profit, returns to his pal,
gets another bad coin or note, and the process is repeated indefi-
nitely. If the operator is detected and arrested and searched, he has
no other bad money, and may say, as an innocent man could, that
he did not know it was counterfeit. The pal in the street, who has
fraudulent money in bulk, slips away, and that may be the end of the
case.

"That is how the front of the note was made. The work on the
back was less difficult, because there was not so much of it, and be-
cause, too, it was done almost entirely with a brush. The immerson
of counterfeits in a solution of weak coffee is an old trick of counter-
feiters, but it probably will be admitted by everybody that this is the
only old thing about the producing of these pen, ink and brush
notes. The rest is startlingly new."

The bills of this artist are $20 United States notes, series of
1875-1878 and 1880; $20 Treasury notes, series of 1890; $10, series
of 1891; $50, series of 1880; $100, series of 1880; $100, series of
1890.

There has been a vast amount of expert literature on this subject
since Ninger was arrested, among which the following from the N.Y.
"Sun" is of special interest, as showing how famous experts in pen-
manship may be readily deceived by appearances, and how easy it is
to pass money which has a fair outside appearance on the ordinary
individual:

"A great many persons believe Ninger is such a clever man that
he should not be punished, but should be released, and put at some
honest work. These persons do not argue with Daniel T. Ames, the
writing expert, that Ninger's ability is of merely a parrot-like char-
acter. One of these men is S.S. Packard, whose letter to 'The Sun',
casting doubt on the ability of any man to make a counterfeit with
pen and ink alone, and offering $100 for a sample of the work,
stirred up such a hornet's nest. 'The Sun' received this letter from
Mr. Packard:

" 'To The Editor Of The Sun—Sir: You have me cornered, no
doubt, and I don't mean to squirm. Ninger and 'The Sun' are too
many for me. The $20 greenback you sent me through the hands of
Mr. Morley I would have taken without a second thought in ordinary
exchange, and yet it was, in many respects, the veriest make-believe.
Mr. Ames may characterize the mere imitator as a parrot, but
Farmer Ninger doesn't belong to that class. He is a first-class im-
pressionist in that, while he does not descend to shoe ties, he does
fool the observer into the belief that he sees the shoe ties. I call this
little short of genius, and, inasmuch as Ninger hasn't defrauded any-
body, his 'utterances' being worth, as rated by holders, much more
than their face, I think it would be a shame to punish him. He ought
to be set at honest work and taught to be useful in a better way. But
inasmuch as the sharp detectives of the Government have been after
him for 20 years, more or less, and have finally caged him, I suppose
he must 'be made an example of.' But it is a shame, all the same. If
he had only been guilty of cramming primaries and falsifying returns
under oath he would have been a 'political worker' of influence and
renown and entitled to high consideration among his fellow citizens.
Even Brother Platt wouldn't turn him down.

"'The genius of Ninger, as I have intimated, and his great pre-
eminence is as an impressionist. In my former letter I called attention
to the border on the obverse side of the $10 greenback, and said it
could not be done in less time than a month. I revise that statement.
It could not be done at all, and Ninger wouldn't attempt it. I confess
to you that until I took up this note to examine it critically in order
to estimate the forger's labor I never knew there was a border; least
of all did I know what it contained. The astute forger trades on this
mental peculiarity and so doesn't get his foot in it by attempting
what is both impossible and unnecessary. The same is true of the
lathe work, upon which the Government depends as a sure defence
against imitation. I called attention to the impossibility of imitating
the fine, white, geometrical lines of the lathe work, and confess that
I had this work in mind when I offered $100 for an imitation of a
$10 greenback that would deceive a newsboy. The fact is, there is not
a newsboy living who would examine the lathe work on the back of a
$10 greenback before pocketing it; and in that respect we are all
`newsboys' —all except the Government detectives.

"'Now, cannot something be done for Ninger? He is a very
small offender at most, and I don't know of any holder of his 'circu-
lation' who would part with it for double its face value. He has not
harmed anybody, not even the Government, but has really conferred
a favor on the public. The account of his rare achievements has filled
many columns of the city press that would otherwise have been given
over to domestic scandal or the 'McKinley Boom,' about which we
have quite too much. I don't seem to be able to get a Ninger green-
back for my $100. I will gladly contribute it to a fund to defend the
artist. New York, April 4. S.S. Packard.

For more on "Jim The Penman," other counterfeiters and a
photograph of a $50 note (F161, H938) created by Emanuel
Ninger, you might consider reading, Money of Their Own, by
Murray Teigh Bloom, published by BNR Press. For a review
by Barbara Mueller see PM No. 103, p. 24. (ed.)

100 YEARS AGO

"In 1814 an employee of American Bank Note Com-
pany named J.W. McClure completed fifty years of
service that had begun in 1834. His was the first name to
appear on the Company's Honor Roll of Fifty Years'
Service." (The Story of American Bank Note Company)
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